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Appalachian Odyssey
Learn how to sit, stay, and roll over with this fully
illustrated, “delightful” guide to yoga starring man’s
best friend (Shutterbug magazine). Inspired by a
friend’s mastiff who would imitate his master’s
morning yoga routine, photographer Dan Borris
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different dogs and puppies doing human yoga poses.
Don’t worry: No animals were harmed during the
making of these images; their extreme flexibility is
the result of clever digital trickery. The curious,
humorous, and distinctly original pictures are paired
with useful information about the poses, as well as
some funny canine meditations. “A fresh and highly
entertaining visual treat,” Yoga Dogs is perfect for
any yogi of the two or four-legged variety (Shutterbug
magazine).

Yoga Kittens
Vintage Camper Trailers
Beautiful full-color illustrations that capture the joys
of the holiday season complement a journal in which
readers can record and preserve their own Christmas
memories and preparations. 125,000 first printing.

Havana
Old MacDonald had a farm E-I-E-I-O. And on that farm
he had aTRUCK?! With a DIG DIG here and a SCOOP
SCOOP there, this classic folk song just got revved up!
Beloved machines—the excavator, dump truck,
bulldozer, and more—will have the vehicle-obsessed
of all ages reading and singing along. Plus, this is the
fixed-format version, which looks almost identical to
the print edition!
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Punpun gave himself a strict deadline. By the time his
lease is up, he and Aiko will be together, his life will
be better and he’ll be someone Or else. Hey, Punpun,
your lease just ran out. -- VIZ Media

On the Prowl
Buckle up as Douglas Keister takes you for a
decidedly retro ride in the world of diminutive travel
trailers in Teardrops and Tiny Trailers. The demand
for vintage trailers-the smaller the better-has risen
dramatically in recent years, with the most in-demand
trailers being "teardrops," first manufactured in the
1930s and containing just indoor sleeping space and
an outdoor exterior kitchen. Also profiled in the book
are "canned ham" trailers, whose shape resembles
the profile of a can of ham; small-size examples of
America's most beloved vintage trailer, the Airstream;
miniscule gypsy caravans in Europe; and fiberglass
trailers made in Canada. Two hundred color
photographs showcase these trailers' sleek exteriors,
retro-styled interiors, and, in many cases, the
restored classic cars that tow them. Teardrops and
Tiny Trailers includes a resource section chock-full of
places to locate vintage trailers, clubs to join, and
rallies to attend. Photographer/writer Douglas Keister
has authored thirty-six critically acclaimed books. His
books on classic recreational vehicles include Ready
to Roll, Silver Palaces, and Mobile Mansions. In
addition, he has authored twenty-five books on
architecture, including Inside the Bungalow,
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Cottages. Keister also writes and illustrates magazine
articles and contributes photographs and essays to
dozens of magazines, newspapers, books, calendars,
posters, and greeting cards worldwide. He lives in
Chico, California.

Zombies
Like many hikers who’ve completed the Appalachian
Trail, Jeffrey Ryan didn’t do it in one long throughhike. Grabbing weekends here and days off there, it
took Jeffrey twenty-eight years to finish the trail, and
along the way he learned much about himself and
made many new friends, including his best friend,
who made the journey with him from start to finish.
Including 75 color photos, this engaging book is part
memoir, part natural history and lore, and part
practical advice. Whether you’ve hiked the AT, are
planning to hike it, or only wish to dream of hiking it,
this is the book to read next.

Edith Bowman's Great British Music
Festivals
Bulli Love
This book is a compilation of the best tips submitted
by readers of the Trailer Life magazine column
"10-Minute Tech." These RVers have discovered
simple, quick ways to solve small onboard problems;
get things to run smoother, quieter, and better;
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make life on the road easier.
Star Trek: The Next Generation Cats
On the Prowl has developed a regular daily following
on Facebook of more than 100,000 cat lovers from
around the world. In On the Prowl the best of Rupert
Fawcett's brilliantly observed, touchingly true
cartoons come together in book form for the first
time. Featuring the secret thoughts and conversations
of cats of every size, shape and breed, this gorgeous
book is a celebration of our favourite feline friends.

Silver Palaces
Taking the form of a biologist's illustrated journal
found in the aftermath of the attack, this pulsepounding, suspenseful tale of zombie apocalypse
follows the narrator as he flees from city to
countryside and heads north to Canada, where he
hopes the undead will be slowed by the colder
climate. Encountering scattered humans and scores
of the infected along the way, he fills his notebook
with graphic drawings of the zombies and careful
observations of their behavior, along with terrifying
tales of survival. This frightening new contribution to
the massively popular zombie resurgence will keep
fans on the edge of their seats right up to the very
end.

Plant Tribe
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Campus Recreation
A bestseller for years,Farmall 2011boasts a collection
of International Harvester fans' favorite classic
Farmall tractors, from the Mogul 8-16 and F-12 to the
great Super M, Super MD, McCormick-Deering 15-30,
Farmall 200, Farmall H, Farmall 340 Diesel, Super C,
International Model 560 High-Crop, Farmall B Wide
Front, and International 2806. Including color
photography of current restored machines.

2020 Pugs
Taking aim at the brand bullies.

Christmas Journal
A deeply moving family story of happiness and
heartbreak, Behind the Scenes at the Museum is
bestselling author Kate Atkinson's award-winning
literary debut. National Bestseller Winner of the
Whitbread Book of the Year Ruby Lennox begins
narrating her life at the moment of conception, and
from there takes us on a whirlwind tour of the
twentieth century as seen through the eyes of an
English girl determined to learn about her family and
its secrets. Kate Atkinson's first novel is "a
multigenerational tale of a spectacularly dysfunctional
Yorkshire family and one of the funniest works of
fiction to come out of Britain in years" (The New York
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Farmall 2011
The bestselling authors of Urban Jungle delve into the
many ways that nurturing plants helps nurture the
soul This new book by the authors of the bestselling
Urban Jungle addresses the life-changing magic of
living with and caring for plants. Aimed at a wider
audience than typical houseplant books, each chapter
combines easily digestible plant knowledge, style
guidance via real home interiors, and inspiring advice
for using plants to increase energy, creativity, and
well-being and to attract love and prosperity. Also
included: real-world @urbanjungleblog followers’
FAQs; a section on plants and pets; and plant care for
the different stages of a houseplant’s life. The focus is
on using plants to raise the positive energy of every
room in the house and to live happily ever after with
plants.

Classic Car
After sealing off the main artery of an
interdimensional black market trade in the
supernatural, Witchblade-bearer Sara Pezzini wears a
target on her back. Between Chicago's corrupt elite
and common criminals, everyone wants a piece of the
Witchblade - but who will get to her first?

Art of the Corvette
Play bark breathe. Created by award-winning
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a whimsical view of our most faithful companions
engaged in an activity you wouldn't normally
associate with canine antics!

Digital Kenya
One day, while gazing at the night sky, a girl who
wished she could fly suddenly turned into a beautiful
bird. She flapped her wings and took off into the night
sky, departing on an odyssey to many mysterious
planets: a forest planet, a snowy planet, a flower-filled
planet, a planet full of sweets, and a magical planet.
Everywhere she goes, she meets the planet's
interesting inhabitants. Get absorbed in this whimsical
coloring book filled with intricate scenes by an
emerging talent. Intriguing worlds exist above our
heads, and now you can bring them to vibrant life
with your colored pencils or markers.

High Reliability for a Highly Unreliable
World
Created by award-winning professional photographer,
Dan Borris, YOGA KITTENS is a whimsical view of our
most faithful companions.

The Boat Drinks Book
Vintage camper trailers are a unique symbol of
midcentury America that resonates with many people.
This book introduces many of those people, along
with the trailers they’ve lovingly maintained or
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everything from fancy and comfortable trailers
designed for glamping (glamorous camping), to
trailers handed down through families across
generations, and even entrepreneurs who have
transformed their trailers into vending booths. Paul
Lacitinola enjoys everything about vintage camper
trailers, including rescuing, restoring, and rallying. In
2011, he began publishing the first U.S.-based
magazine for collectors, restorers, and admirers of
American-made camper trailers, Vintage Camper
Trailers, which now has thousands of subscribers in
more than a dozen different countries. He lives in
Elverta, California.

No Logo
Authors Daved van Stralen, MD, FAAP; Spencer L.
Byrum; and Bahadir Inozu, PhD, are experts in the art
and science of High Reliability Organizing (HRO). They
have, in their diverse and successful careers, applied
the fundamentals of the HRO system to aviation,
healthcare, public safety, manufacturing, and a
multitude of other industries. Among these industries,
HRO's applications in healthcare have been garnering
the most attention recently. In this new guide to the
principles of HRO, the authors explore its uses in
healthcare and list the many ways industry leadership
can benefit from its implementation. In addition to
HRO's many benefits, this new guide also explores the
five HRO principles, HRO in healthcare environments,
the problems HRO solves, Boyd's OODA loop, decision
making in healthcare, threat responses, leadership
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important fundamentals. HRO is an effective way an
organization can respond to crisis, chaos, and
adversity. It gives leadership, management, and all
levels of the organization a way of processing
challenges and overcoming them as a single unit.
With the help of these industry experts, discover how
HRO helps you learn and grow as team member,
manager, and leader.

Yoga Dogs
The first book to focus on the vintage trailer as an
object of design retraces the history of this American
classic, discussing the role of World War II in trailer
design and the impact of RV associations on the
emergence of the "streamlined trailer." Original.
15,000 first printing.

Star Trek Cats
Captain's log: We have entered a galaxy where
beloved illustrator Jenny Parks has conjured an
astonishingly vivid homage to the original Star Trek
series with an unexpected twist: a cast of cats.
Featuring a hilarious new take on iconic characters
and scenes—from Kirk in the Captain's chair to Spock
offering his Vulcan wisdom—this eye-opening
adventure stays true to the tone of the classic TV
show. Playful, loving, and from a strange new world,
Star Trek Cats is the perfect gift for fans of, well, Star
Trek and cats.
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A visual guide to the most iconic classic cars of every
decade from the 1940s to the 1980s, featuring more
than 1,300 photographs and created in association
with the Smithsonian Institution. From the Pontiac
Chieftain to the Chevrolet Corvette, Classic Car is
packed with the marques and models of every decade
from the 1940s to the 1980s. Virtual tours offer closeup views of iconic models, and comprehensive
catalogs showcase key features with detailed profiles
and specifications. To tell the complete story of
classic cars, this book also profiles famous designers
and manufacturers, like Ferdinand Porsche, and
places the cars into wider cultural context by charting
their enduring legacy as symbols of luxury and
objects of desire. Classic Car is a complete celebration
of classic cars and a must-have for all classic car
collectors and enthusiasts.

Goodnight Punpun
'Complete novice or know-all, you'll love this stunning
book. An essential boater's companion, it will certainly
have a place on my boat on the Amalfi coast'
Salvatore Calabrese, legendary bartender A boozy
book for boaters, The Boat Drinks Book serves up an
expert look at the drinking culture in key sailing spots
around the world. The book is split into five regions:
Atlantic, Med, Baltic, Pacific, and Caribbean, and
author Fiona Sims encourages us to explore each
region and discover what locals like to drink, how it's
made, where to go to drink it, and what is best to eat
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and wineries all within a short taxi ride of the harbour
and shows us how to make the most of traditional
markets. As well as giving us the insider knowledge
on fabulous locations worldwide, The Boat Drinks
Book gets in on the making too. Cocktail and drink
recipes inspire us to whip up something delicious –
using local liqueurs, wines, spirits and produce – to sip
on deck at the end of a long day's cruising or
exploring. There's even a scattering of recipes for
ultimate boat nibbles, inspired by each region, from
tapenade to salsa to stuffed piquillo peppers. So
whether you're a seasoned sailor or an armchair
aperitif enthusiast, grab a copy of The Boat Drinks
Book and let expert food and wine writer Fiona Sims
quench your thirst. Your mission: to discover and
enjoy.

Pretty Takes Practice
In Matthew Inman's New York Times best selling 5
Very Good Reasons to Punch a Dolphin in the Mouth
(And Other Useful Guides), samurai sword-wielding
kittens and hamsters that love .50-caliber machine
guns commingle with a cracked out Tyrannosaur that
is extremely hard to potty train. Bacon is better than
true love and you may awake in the middle of the
night to find your nephew nibbling on your toes.
Inman creates these quirky scenes for
theoatmeal.com, which launched in July 2009 and
already has more than 82 million page views. In fact,
every 15 to 30 seconds, someone Googles one of
theoatmeal.com's creations. Now, 60 of Inman's
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presented in full-color inside 5 Very Good Reasons to
Punch a Dolphin in the Mouth (And Other Useful
Guides). Consider such handy advice as: 4 Reasons to
Carry a Shovel at All Times, 6 Types of Crappy Hugs,
8 Ways to Tell if Your Loved One Plans to Eat You, 17
Things Worth Knowing About Your Cat, and 20 Things
Worth Knowing About Beer.

Discover Reptiles
A text and inbound CD for those studying recreation
programming and administration, examining all facets
of campus recreation, including foundational theories,
programming, facilities, and management issues.

Outdoor Emergency Care
In Great British Music Festival, Edith Bowman packs
her wellies and braves the unpredictable weather to
explore some of the country's best- and lesser-known
music festivals. From the muddy fields of
Glastonbury, to the warmer climes of the Isle of
Wight, Edith travels the length of the UK in the search
for the ultimate festival experience. With detailed
guides and histories of the most celebrated musical
events in the UK - including Bestival, Greenman, and
Latitude - this is the must-have book for both the
seasoned festival-goer or anyone looking to have
their first festival experience. Includes exclusive
behind-the-scenes photography from Edith's personal
collection. Features exclusive digital content with
interviews from high profile musicians.
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This collection of photographs captures a broad crosssection of loveable felines practicing yoga that's sure
to claw its way into the affections of animal lovers
everywhere. What makes this brand even more
unique, is that these are real photos of real cats
engaged in real yoga, created using computer
wizardry.

Orange Is Optimism
This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license.
Presenting rigorous and original research, this volume
offers key insights into the historical, cultural, social,
economic and political forces at play in the creation of
world-class ICT innovations in Kenya. Following the
arrival of fiber-optic cables in 2009, Digital Kenya
examines why the initial entrepreneurial spirit and
digital revolution has begun to falter despite support
from motivated entrepreneurs, international
investors, policy experts and others. Written by
engaged scholars and professionals in the field, the
book offers 15 eye-opening chapters and 14 one-onone conversations with entrepreneurs and investors
to ask why establishing ICT start-ups on a continental
and global scale remains a challenge on the “Silicon
Savannah”. The authors present evidence-based
recommendations to help Kenya to continue
producing globally impactful ICT innovations that
improve the lives of those still waiting on the sidelines, and to inspire other nations to do the same.
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The cats are back in their continuing mission: to
boldly go where no one has gone before. This
companion to the bestselling Star Trek Cats brings the
many adventures of Star Trek: The Next Generation to
life in a faithfully feline homage to the hit series. From
encounters with the Borg to adventures on the
holodeck, Captain Picard and the rest of the U.S.S.
Enterprise NCC-1701-D crew are reimagined as cats
with lovingly detailed and eyebrow-raising scenes
from throughout the award-winning series, perfect for
Star Trek fans across the Galaxy. TM & © 2018 CBS
Studios Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos
are trademarks of CBS Studios Inc. All Rights
Reserved.

Yoga Puppies
The Appalachian Trail is one of America's most
beloved resources. But few know the story behind the
creation of the world's longest hiking-only trail. The
project could have died in the pages of a journal had
it not been for the efforts of many people--including
two, in particular: Benton MacKaye and Myron Avery.
While the men shared a common vision, their vastly
different personalities meant it was only a matter of
time before they had a falling out over plans for the
trail. Blazing Ahead: Benton MacKaye, Myron Avery,
and the Rivalry That Built the Appalachian Trail relays
the true but little-known rivalry behind the creation of
one of the nation's greatest treasures.
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Orange is Optimism is a pictotext, a blend between
photobook and novel. It follows seekers and
wanderers Kit and J.R. on a quest for Tangerine Hot
Springs, a place of hobo dreams brought to fruition. A
ride through the wilds of the American Road and a
journey through the mind, this book will show you
why an optimist is the most radical thing you can be.

Mysterious Planets
Whether hippie vehicle, work machine, camper van,
family car or sought-after collector's item: for fans of
the Volkswagen Transporter or "Bulli" there really is
nothing better. On occasion of the world premiere of
the brand new model, Volkswagen Transporter T6,
and the 65th birthday of the Type 2, this book
portrays the VW Bulli and its devotees. Apart from
celebrities like Jacky Ickx or Johann Lafer Bulli Love
presents Bulli fans from all over the world: an Indian
Transporter enthusiast at the colourful Holi festival, a
New York youngster, who earned his camper van by
mowing lawns or the Tokyo trio with their T3 models.
Bulli Love combines wonderful reports from all over
world with excellent photos of Bulli models and their
owners. Pure passion, exceptionally staged, this is a
magnum opus for one of the very few, unique
automobiles of the world. A popular figure par
excellence.

Blazing Ahead
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sports car, the Chevrolet Corvette is fast, sexy, sleek,
sublime. The legacy of the Corvette is matched only
by its beauty, captured here like never before. Art of
the Corvette profiles two dozen Corvettes from all
seven generations, beginning with the first 1953 Blue
Flame Six Corvette and concluding with the return of
an icon, the stunning 2014 Corvette Stingray. Using a
unique style of portraiture known as light-painting,
acclaimed photographers Randy Leffingwell and Tom
Loeser present the most recognizable, unique, and
historic Corvettes ever produced. From the chromelined grilles of the 1953 Roadster and sexy curves of
the first C3s to the aggressive snarl of the 2012 ZR1
and the bold, blunt powerhouse of the 2014 Corvette
Stingray, all are presented in breathtaking color and
detail. Rare and one-off cars abound as well, like the
1963 Z06 Sting Ray and one of only a handful of 1967
L88 convertibles. With an authoritative text by
Leffingwell, one of the world's leading Corvette
historians, and over 200 stunning photographs, Art of
the Corvette presents this landmark of American
automotive engineering and design, the Chevrolet
Corvette, as never before seen. Some of the vehicles
you'll find inside include: 1953 Corvette - 1963 Sting
Ray Z06 coupe - 1966 Sting Ray L72 coupe - 1969 L71
convertible - 1978 Indy Pace Car - 1989 convertible 1996 Grand Sport coupe - 2003 50th anniversary
convertible - 2012 ZR1 coupe - 2014 C7 Stingray
coupe

Roadster Guide to America's Top Car
Museums
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haunting tribute to Havana's faded glory. In his
numerous works, internationally acclaimed
photographer Michael Eastman often focuses on the
facades and interiors of the world's cities, such as
Paris, Rome, and New Orleans. In this book he
explores the houses and streets of Havana. Nearly
one hundred photographs from the past two decades
reveal a world where triumphant past and vanquished
present collide. Painterly in quality, these richly
colored photographs are dramatically lit and
exquisitely detailed. Though mostly devoid of people,
they manage to capture contemporary Cuban life
through suggestion: an empty chair, an ancient car, a
decrepit hallway, a forgotten chandelier. The result is
as eloquent as a love poem written to a city rich in
history, culture, and feeling.

10-Minute Tech
Charla Muller’s first book, 365 Nights, was called
“entertaining” (Albuquerque Journal), “surprising
[and] remarkable” (The Independent [London]). It also
launched her into the public eye—and brought her to
a moment of painful realization . . . For an average
working mom like Charla, going on a book tour was
both intimidating and exciting. It also turned out to be
horrifying: When she saw herself on a screen in
glorious, unforgiving HD, it magnified all her flaws,
prompted comments from unadoring fans, and forced
her to reevluate her (lack of) exercise regimen. But
Charla was jolted into action and used that cringeinducing close-up as a wakeup call. After shedding a
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five-year-old discount sweater she wore on Oprah),
she set out on a strange, hilarious, and poignant
journey that tapped into and tested her values, her
beliefs about beauty, her self-image, and, of course,
her relationship with her mother. In this lively, funny,
moving account, a Southern woman shares stories
she swore she’d never tell—and ultimately offers
some unexpected and universal insight about how
pretty takes practice.

5 Very Good Reasons to Punch a Dolphin
in the Mouth (And Other Useful Guides)
"A Star is Bored is an absolute knockout. Riotously
funny and wickedly tender." — Taylor Jenkins Reid,
New York Times bestselling author of Daisy Jones and
the Six People Magazine Best Book of Summer 2020 Named a Must-Read Summer book by Town &
Country - Named One of the 14 Best Books of
Summer 2020 by Harper's Bazaar - One of Library
Journal's 2020 "Titles to Watch" - One of the 30 Best
Beach Reads According to Parade Magazine The Devil
Wears Prada meets Postcards From the Edge in a
hilariously heartfelt novel influenced in part by the
author’s time assisting Carrie Fisher. Charlie Besson is
tense and sweating as he prepares for an insane job
interview. His car is idling, like his life, outside the
Hollywood mansion of Kathi Kannon, star of stage and
screen and People magazine’s worst dressed list. She
needs an assistant. He needs a hero. Kathi is an icon,
bestselling author, and an award winning actress,
most known for her role as Priestess Talara in a
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role: crazy. Admittedly so. Famously so. Fabulously
so, as Charlie quickly discovers. Their three year
odyssey is filled with late night shopping sprees, last
minute trips to see the aurora borealis, and an
initiation to that most sacred of Hollywood tribes: the
personal assistant. But Kathi becomes much more
than a boss, and as their friendship grows, Charlie
must make a choice. Will he always be on the
sidelines of life, assisting the great forces that be, or
can he step into his own leading role? Laugh-out-loud
funny, and searingly poignant, Byron Lane's A Star is
Bored is a novel that, like the star at its center, is
enchanting and joyous, heartbreaking and hopeful.
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